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This river that I stand in
In the darkness of the night

I bear it no malice
No resentment

This river
Who’s waters
Late one night
This river

Snuck under my door

Who has travelled

And flowed

More miles than I will ever see

Perhaps if I listen
Hard enough
For long enough
This river
Might share with me
Some of the wisdom of its time

Perhaps if I stand
Still enough
For long enough
This river will touch my soul

Immersion/
Emergence

The University of Cumbria Institute of the Arts and Carlisle City Council launched Immersion/Emergence, a new contemporary
art residency, funded by Arts Council England in January 2017.

A call for submissions generated 28 responses nationwide with 7 artists selected to develop their proposals further. Following a
proposal exhibition and presentation to a panel of judges two artists, Laura M R Harrison and John Dummett, were awarded
the six month residency.

Through their work for the residencies the artists selected have been asked to reflect in some way on recent floods in Carlisle.
Floods are regular environmental events which, owing to their increasing frequency and severity, pose a growing threat to
much of the world’s population. How we respond to this threat demands that we draw on faculties and insights previously
untested. In Carlisle for instance, thousands of people were affected and every one of those people carries experiences and
stories that will stay with them for the rest of their lives – stories made at the unruly intersection of the elemental and the
domestic – of despair, resourcefulness and resilience.

What you see here today in the outbuildings at the Old Fire Station, Carlisle is the culmination of the work undertaken by Laura
M R Harrison for this residency.
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Both major floods in Carlisle’s recent history took place during the night. As the waters rose the power went out, leaving the
city engulfed in the natural darkness of night. An eerie quiet descended and time appeared to stand still.

Submerged beneath the waters of the rivers Eden, Caldew and Petteril, the city held its breath. While it did so, a rare chance
opened to peer into the face of forces far beyond our control. This was the moment for watching and waiting; a time of
uncertainty and the unknown.

It is this moment of flooding, this pause in life, that became the focus of this project. However difficult flooding and the sense
of lostness that accompanies it might be, it is at times such as this that the potential for change and new possibilities can be at
their most fertile. Within them, we can explore new thoughts and make discoveries about ourselves and the world around us.

The aim of this work is to give the local community the space and time to reflect on their individual experiences of flooding.
This is about taking time out to slow down and have the space to think and contemplate in a way that can be deeply
empowering.

Lostness

Lostness is very much a mental or emotional state rather than anything to do with being physically lost. This is a feeling Laura
is very familiar with, and one that she believes many other people will have experienced as well. Lostness is thus defined as:

1. An emotional state of fundamental uncertainty,

2. The sense of being unsure of what one is meant to be doing in life,

3. Of having unclear direction, desires or aims,

4. A profound vexation of spirit.

Rather than focus on the negative aspects of such a mental state, Laura tries to emphasise the potential that not knowing
presents, and the value in remaining open to latent possibilities that reside within the unknown.

Darkness
&
Water

‘Philosophy needs to recover the darkness that comes not as a menacing stranger but as a gift of the night, the time of
philosophising.’ Erazim Kohak

Like lostness, darkness can elicit feelings of uncertainty and even peril, yet it can just as readily be an affirmative space in which
to reflect and contemplate. The night and the darkness that comes with it are presented in this work as an opportunity for
deep thinking or exploring the mind.

Water is visually compelling, to the extent that many writers have described it as numinous and hypnotic…gazing upon water
was mesmerizing, or induced ‘meditative’ states of being’ Veronica Strang
Water is utilised in the work for its similar meditative properties to darkness, as well as its character of constant change and
transformation.

Bringing these specific characteristics of water and darkness together echo and emphasise the infinite possibilities and
dynamism inherent in lostness and uncertainty.

The films were captured at three locations on the River Caldew before and after it travels through Carlisle. The locations were
selected as they encompass the life-cycle of the river from source to sea. Also, their remoteness offers the potential for
solitude and the best chance of working in natural darkness. They are places that help give rise to feelings of separation from
the everyday, where one can become immersed in lostness, uncertainty and the unknown.

The first location is Bowscale tarn, which sits on the Northerly-most tip of the Lake District National Park, just south of
Caldbeck. The tarn is fed by streams coming down off the surrounding fells. Water exits at the mouth of the tarn as Tarn Sike,
which flows down the side of the fell as a tributary into the River Caldew.

The second location is on the Caldew itself, a short distance upstream from Rose Bridge, which lies to the east of Rose Castle
near Dalston. All along the river bank there is still evidence of flooding, such as damaged or fallen trees and signs of erosion.

The final location is Beckfoot, which sits half way between Silloth and Allonby along the Solway coast. As with the Eden and
Petteril rivers this is where the water of the Caldew merges with that of the sea.

Water in these three locations is fundamentally the same substance, yet the relative stillness of a tarn, the constant motion of
a river and the ebb and flow of the sea are very different in character. All three bodies of water share common meditative
properties, but connect with alternative perspectives of change and transformation.

At the heart of this project was this little rowing boat, which has been out on the water at all three locations. A functioning
searchlight was fitted to the bow of the boat with the intention that it would provide some of the light required for filming,
whilst playing an important part in any story or narrative told by the resulting films.

The boat could be seen as a direct reference to the flooding in Carlisle, where we saw boats floating along the city streets; also,
it introduces notions of drifting, exploration and seeking as modes of reflecting on how we might navigate difficult emotions or
experiences.

Throughout this project the focus for filming has been the surface of the water at the three locations. The surface of a body of
water represents a threshold, liminal or transitional point; the line dividing that which is submerged from that which is not.
This is particularly relevant in the context of flooding, where, once the waters recede, the high water mark remains as the
boundary demarcating the flood zone. Looking around the areas of the city that flooded, this line is drawn on a number of
buildings as a memorial to the life-changing magnitude of events.

In the films, portraying the significance of the water’s surface was accomplished by recording footage above and below the
waterline simultaneously. In order that the camera would maintain the correct position whereby the lens was bisected by the
water, it was necessary to design, build and refine a floatation device (pictured) that would hold the camera.

The unused, sometimes forgotten and generally unloved spaces Laura selects for exhibiting are like blank canvases, yet not in
the same way as a more traditional white cube gallery space. These spaces tend not to have a prior history relating to art or art
making, and while they would have been used for something at some point, their original purpose may not be immediately
obvious.

These spaces are between things, in limbo, they have little if any identity and may be on the edge of becoming something else
or even ceasing to be. Full of an unknown future and seemingly on the brink of so many possibilities, they embody a lostness
all of their own.

They provide a way of creating an experience of darkness unlike that we experience in normal art galleries. It is quite common
to see video works displayed in dark rooms, however, the dark is often a means to an end and is not recognised as an integral
part of the way we understand the work we are seeing. By the very nature of what Laura does it is extremely important that
darkness itself constitutes a large part of the work.

The exhibition space for Suspended was selected because it resonates with all of these themes, such that over the course of
the last few months it has become an integral part of the work.
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